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West Bengal State Electricity Distribution Company Limited
Office ofthe Station Manager, lndpur CCC, Indpur, Bankura

From: STATION MANAGER of lndpur CCC,

lnvestigating officer WBSEDCL

To : OFFICER lN CHARGE ,

lndpur Police station, Bankura.

Memo No: lnd/ Theft/3067

Sub: Lodging of FIR against Sudhir Tudu{user) , S/O of Lt.Manu Tudu, Vill: Bhanga Nala,

PS: lndpur, Dist.: Bankura, for theft of Electricity u/s 135(1) (a) of Electricity Act 2003 (

Amendment 2007) ,'

Dear Sir,

ln producing herewlth the following articles Single core PVC wire of length approx- 10 (ten) Mtr.

with 01(one) no 100 W lamp Seized under proper seizure list, duly signed by available witnesses, I MD"

Afroz Ahmad (35)S/O-MD Sayeed , Assistant Engineer & Station manager of lndpur CCC do hereby lodge

complaint against 1. Sudhir Tudu(user), S/O of Lt.Manu Tudu, Vill: Bhanga Nala, PS: Indpur, Dist.: Bankura to
the effect that today at 11.00 hrs acting on a tip-off, myself accompanied by Sumit Kumar Misra , Sr.

SAE(E) and Saroj Kumar Biswas, Hr.5r. LM, lndpur CCC with Surjeswar 5en, S.E. (5& LP ), Bankura Regional

Office had gone to Bhanga Nala village to work out the information. Around 11.40 hrs of date we reached

at Village Bhanga Nala and inspected the electric line near the house of sudhir Tudu(user) for domestic purpose

and during inspection it has been found stealing of electricity dishonestly at the premises of sudhir
Tudu(user) by way of direct hooking from LT line and has caused financial loss to WBSEDCL and the load is
assessed as 100 W. The inspection team left left the site at about 11.55 hrs.

Thus the owner cum Occupier Sudhir Tudu(user) has violated the provision of section 135(1) (a) of
Electricity Act 2003 {i\mendment 2007).

Hence I seized the above noted articles under proper seizure list following disconnection the
electric line by removing hooking device and produce before you with a request to treat this complaint as

FIR and initiate a case u,/s 135(1) (a) of Electricity Act 2003 (Amendment 2007) against Sudhir Tudu(user),

s/o of Lt.vanu Tudu, Vill: Bhanga Nala, PS: lndpur, Dist.: Bankura and arrange for its investigation.

Enclo :

1. lnspectio n Note.

2. One originalSeizure List.

Date:05.09.2019
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